Web Console User Guide

SMART App Web Console User Guide
The Web Console is the Desktop hub for the SMART apps. Users can manage their customers, sites
and scaffolds. As well as view and download reports and data. The Web Console is accessed in any
internet browser using the Link below:
https://console.smartscaffolder.services

Version: 5.3.0
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1. Dashboard
The Dashboard screen is the first screen you will land on when logging in to the Web Console. This
page displays Charts and statistics for your Inspections and Handovers.
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You can filter the data displayed on the dashboard by Site, Depot and Customer using the options on
the top bar.

Certain charts allow you to jump to the associated report using the show report button

By clicking the menu Icon on any of the charts you can print or download the chart.

Hovering over a data set will provide more information.
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2. Activity
The Activity Tab allows the user to review the recent user activity on the apps.

You can filter the activity screen by Site, Activity, User and Date. Clicking on an activity will allow you
to view more detail.
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3. Sites
The sites tab contains a list of all your active sites (if you wish to display closed sites tick the “show
closed sites” option). This list can be displayed in either the List format or as a map. You can create or
import new sites here using the buttons in the top left of the screen.
By clicking on a site name you can access the site details, here you can add/edit customers, contracts,
contacts, staff and scaffolds. You can also import scaffolds and review Handover and inspection
details. You can also review all Scaffold diary entries for the site.

3.1. Adding a site
Firstly click the Add new site button located in the top left of the Sites tab.

This will open the new site dialog, where you can enter the details to create your new site, on the
first page of the dialog you can enter the Site name, location and select a depot* if you have more
than one. You also select whether cameras are permitted on site (in certain cases such as reporting
a defect the app will require a photo before proceeding, unless you choose the “no” option here)
once completed click “save”.
* Depots can be configured in the company setup tab please refer to section 6.2 of this guide.

This will create and open your new site, so you can continue the setup process.
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There is a Site setup progress tracker highlighted in green, you can simply choose next step here, to
add your customer.

Select the customer and set the contract reference for the new site’s contract (please note that the
contract reference cannot be altered once scaffolds have been assigned to them) complete the five
tick boxes below as appropriate.



“Is the customer the main contractor?”
The main contractor will receive all the inspection and unsafe scaffold reports for the site, not
just scaffolds assigned to their contract. You can only assign one main contractor per site.
“Allow handover/off-hire documents to be submitted without the customer signature”
This will allow app users to bypass the mandatory customer signature when submitting
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handovers or off-hire certificates, by selecting the customer not present option in the
signature section.
“Does the contract have an agreed schedule of rates?”
This will determine whether or not variation instructions need to be submitted to the
Estimator for pricing before completing the variation certificate.
“Are you contracted to carry out inspections for this customer?”
This will determine whether the user is prompted to set a next inspection date for the
recurring 7 day inspections when handing over scaffolds.
“Handover photo required?”
This will determine whether the handover photo is mandatory or optional
“Dismantle without off-hire?”
This will determine whether the software will allow users to mark scaffolds dismantled
without first completing an off-hire certificate”

Once you have completed the “Add Contract” form click save to create the new contract. This will now
be visible in the drop-down to select when adding scaffolds to the site.
Look out for Info buttons in the software, if you hover over these they provide tips on usage.

Click save to proceed once you’re happy. This will create the contract for the customer selected. If you
wish to assign more than one customer to a site you can create additional contracts by navigating to
the contract section on the right hand menu.

Select new contract in the top right, to repeat the process.

Once you have added the required contracts select the next step on the setup progress tracker “Add
a customer contact”.
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This will open the “Add Customer Contact” dialog, here you select the contract you wish to add a
contact for. Then fill out the form with the Contact name, Contact type (site contact or office) Email
address (this must be correct as this will be used for sending handover and inspection reports), Phone
number and finally Subscriptions. Under subscriptions you need to tick which reports you wish the
customer to receive.
All sites require at least one contact. If the contact is not set the site will not appear for staff members
within the SMART Handover or SMART Inspection apps. If you wish to add additional contacts go
back to the “Contract” section on the left hand menu and select the plus symbol to open the “add
customer contact” dialog to repeat the steps above.

Ensure you click the Save button located in the top right of the Customer contacts section when you
have finished to save your changes. You can navigate to alternate contracts to edit contacts by
selecting the required contract at the top of the page.

Once you have added all the required site contacts you can proceed to the next step on the Site setup
progress tracker (located in site details) “add staff member”.

Here you select a member of staff to assign to the site (please note the site will only be visible in the
app to staff members assigned here) to add additional members of staff click the plus symbol in the
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staff section at the bottom of the site details screen. The final step for initial site setup is to add your
scaffolds, click “add scaffold” in the site setup tracker on the site details screen.

This will open the Dialog for adding your first scaffold to the Site.

Complete as appropriate and then proceed to the second page of the dialog using the next button.
Complete the second page as appropriate and click the “save” button, this will complete the sites
initial setup and create the first scaffold. The site setup tracker on the site details screen will now be
replaced with a box depicting the number of customers, staff and contacts on the site.

To add additional scaffolds, navigate to the “scaffolds” section on the left hand menu and use the
“Add Scaffold” button in the top right of the screen.
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This will open the “Add Scaffold” dialog and you can create a second scaffold, repeat as many times
as necessary.

3.2. Importing a site
If you are a user of the SMART Estimator software you can export projects from your Enterprise Server
and import them straight into the Web Console. In your SMART Estimator software you can create a
“Cloud Export File” by opening the file menu. Select “projects” and then select a project and then click
the “export to Web Console” button.

This will open a file browser dialog to allow you to save the cloud export file onto your computer.
Choose where you wish to save the file carefully, you will need to navigate here later.
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You will see a message to confirm the export was successful.

Once you have created your cloud export file, open your Web Console and navigate to the Sites tab,
the import function is accessed by clicking the import button in the top right of the screen.

This will start the import wizard, click the browse button and navigate to the location of your cloud
export file created in the previous step.

Select your cloud export file and click “open”. Then Click “next”.
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On the first page of the Import dialog, enter the Site name, Site address, Depot and whether cameras
are permitted on site. Then click “next”.

Select the customer and set the contract reference for the new site’s contract (please note that the
contract reference cannot be altered once scaffolds have been assigned to them) complete the three
tick boxes at the bottom of the window as appropriate. Once complete click “next”.

Ensure the contacts imported from SMART Estimator are correct, or add as required using the add
contact button in the top right of the box. Once you’re happy with the contacts for the site click “Next”.
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The next screen displays the Scaffolds being imported.

Review the scaffolds to import, you can deselect scaffolds you don’t wish to import. Once you’re
happy click the “save” button. This will close the import dialog and open the site you have just
imported. Add a member of staff using the “add staff” button.
You have now imported your project from SMART Estimator into the Web Console.

3.3. Site Diary section
The Site Diary section allows you to view all the Scaffold diary entries recorded for this site. You can
also create categories for entry types from the app. Please note you can view individual scaffold diary
entries in the scaffold details screen.
The Scaffold diary allows users to record comments, photos, videos, audio as well as automatic
transcription of video/audio allowing users to dictate notes.
This allows you to build a concise history of additional data to compliment the inspections, handovers
and variations for a site. This can be reviewed and reported on at a later date.
You can filter the view by category, click on a category heading along the top of the section to hide
this category.
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To edit or add new categories click the “categories” button in the top right of the section.

Click the yellow “edit” icon to edit the Categories title or the red dustbin icon to delete the category.
Note deleting a category will not delete the entries under that heading, the entries will revert to
“uncategorised”.
To add an additional category, type the desired title in the grey box and click the “add button.

3.4. Contracts and contacts
The contract section contains all of your customer contracts and email contacts for the site. Here you
can add or edit customer contracts. As well as assign schedule email reports to customer contacts.

3.4.1.

Adding a new Customer Contract

You can assign as many contracts as you like to a single site within the software. You can add multiple
contracts for the same customer or multiple customers to suit your needs. To add a new customer
contract click the “New Contract” button in the top right hand corner of the contract section.
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This will open the “Add Customer contract dialog”.

Select the customer and set the contract reference for the new site’s contract (please note that the
contract reference cannot be altered once scaffolds have been assigned to them) complete the five
tick boxes below as appropriate.





“Is the customer the main contractor?”
The main contractor will receive all the inspection and unsafe scaffold reports for the site, not
just scaffolds assigned to their contract. You can only assign one main contractor per site.
“Allow handover/Off-hire documents to be submitted without the customer signature”
This will allow app users to bypass the mandatory customer signature when submitting
handovers or Off-hire certificates, by selecting the customer not present option in the
signature section.
“Does the contract have an agreed schedule of rates?”
This will determine whether or not variation instructions need to be submitted to the
Estimator for pricing before completing the variation certificate.
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“Are you contracted to carry out inspections for this customer?”
This will determine whether the user is prompted to set a next inspection date for the
recurring 7 day inspections when handing over scaffolds.
“Handover photo required?”
This will determine whether the handover photo is mandatory or option.
“Dismantle without Off-hire?”
This will determine whether the software will allow users to mark scaffolds dismantled
without first completing an Off-hire certificate”.

Once you have completed the “Add Contract” form click save to create the new contract. This will now
be visible in the drop-down to select when adding scaffolds to the site.
Look out for Info buttons in the software, if you hover over these they provide tips on usage.

3.4.2.

Managing a Customer Contract

You can edit and manage your contracts at any stage within the Web Console. This includes editing
the details you set when creating the contract by clicking the Pencil icon in the contract summary
screen.

You can also edit existing customer contacts or add additional contacts in the “customer contact”
section.
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In the customer contact section you can edit an existing contacts details by clicking “edit” as well as
selecting or deselecting tick boxes to determine which email reports the contact will receive (ensure
after making any changes you save your changes using the “save changes” icon in the top right of the
section).
You can also add additional contacts using the + icon in the top right of the section and completing
the add customer contact form.

You can pause or stop the weekly inspections in the “weekly inspections” section, this will allow you
to pause and resume inspections for the contract e.g. for a week’s shutdown over Christmas. The
software will record the reason for the pause and a date for the inspections to automatically
resume.
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If your contract to carry out the inspections for the customer has ended, you can stop the inspection
without closing the contract completely. To do this click “stop” in the weekly inspection section. The
software will prompt you to confirm this decision.

You can also close the contract completely under the “Advanced Options” heading. If you close the
contract this will automatically cease all scaffold inspections and hide any active scaffolds within the
site. You can reopen a contract at any stage. Please ensure all scaffolds are correctly Off-hired and
dismantled before closing the contract.

3.5. Scaffolds
The scaffolds section of a site allows you to view the complete list of scaffolds on the site, this can be
filtered by contract. You can add new single scaffolds or batch import scaffolds. The scaffold section
also contains the scaffold export to CSV as well as an overview of scaffolds by inspection status or Hire
status.
The site is viewed in the inspection status view by default, with the last inspection and next inspection
dates displayed for each scaffold.

You can toggle between the inspection view and the handover view using the inspection/handover
buttons in the top right.
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Switching to handover view will display quote and hire information; Quote Number, Item Number,
On Hire Date, Hire Period, Contract End, Weeks on hire, Extra Hire and Off-hire dates.

You can Export all the scaffold data for a site using the export CSV icon in the top right corner of the
scaffold section:

This will automatically download a .CSV file containing all the scaffold data for the site.

3.5.1.

Adding a scaffold

To add a single scaffold to a site, go to the scaffold tabs on the left menu of the site screen.

Next click on the + symbol in the top right hand corner of the section. This will open the “Add Scaffold”
dialog.
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On the first page of the “Add Scaffold” dialog you will need to enter the Scaffold name, Contract,
Area, Next Inspection Date, Hire Period, set the status of the scaffold and whether it’s affected by
adverse weather. All options marked with an asterisk are mandatory. Once happy click next to
proceed to the specification screen.

Here you can enter the Scaffold type, scaffold description, assign the scaffold to a quote and item,
design type, loading limit, method of tying and cladding type. Once completed click save to create
the scaffold.
The scaffold will now appear in the scaffold list on the Web Console as well as in the app for any
users assigned to the site. If you have set a next inspection date the scaffold will show as due for
relevant users in the app.
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3.5.2.

Batch Importing Scaffolds

Importing a CSV
Within the Scaffold section of the Site Tab, there is a Batch import function. This allows the user to
import large numbers of scaffolds in one go. This can either be in the form of a CSV file or copied and
pasted from Excel into the software.

To start the Import wizard click on the import icon in the top right corner of the scaffold section.

Next choose your preferred method, either Import a CSV file or copy and paste from a spreadsheet.
At the bottom of this window there is an option to download a template file for the CSV import.

To import a CSV or copy and paste, first download the template by clicking the blue button “download
CSV Template”.

The template consists of 17 columns, with different input criteria, please see below:
1. “scaffold name” - free text input
2. “scaffold description” – free text input
3. “area” – free text input, please note if you type the name of an existing area it will add the
scaffold to it, any area names that don’t exist in the site currently will be created and the
scaffold in question assigned.
4. Scaffold type – this must match an existing scaffold in the scaffold type list on the Web Console
(see section 9.2).
5. “Loading limit” – this must match an existing loading limit in the loading limit list on the Web
Console (see section 9.2).
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6. “Method of cladding” - this must match an existing method of cladding in the method of
cladding list on the Web Console (see section 9.2).
7. “Method of tying” - this must match an existing method of tying in the Method of tying list on
the Web Console (see section 9.2).
8. “Quote number” – free text entry.
9. “Item number” – free text entry.
10. “Item name” – free text entry.
11. “Hire period” – enter the number of week hire in numbers only, i.e. “4” for 4 weeks.
12. “Design type” - this must match an existing design type in the design type list on the Web
Console (see section 9.2).
13. Next inspection date – must be displayed in format DD/MM/YYYY or DD.MM.YYYY.
14. “On hire date” - must be displayed in format DD/MM/YYYY or DD.MM.YYYY.
15. “Affected by adverse weather” – if the scaffold is affected by adverse weather enter “TRUE”
or “YES”.

To import the CSV complete the template following the guidelines above. Then save the template
under a file name of your choosing. Ensure the file is saved as a .CSV file.

Now you can import the newly saved file using the import a CSV option by clicking “browse” and
selecting your newly created CSV file. Click next to proceed.
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Next select the customer contract you wish to add the scaffolds to and click next.

Finally review the scaffolds due to be imported to the site and correct any invalid cells (highlighted
red) and click save. The scaffolds will now be added to the site and will become visible in the apps to
any staff assigned to the site. Please note the sites will be visible only after the user syncs the app.

If you prefer you can copy and paste the rows from your newly completed template straight into the
batch importer rather than bringing in the CSV. Firstly highlight the rows you wish to copy, right click
and select copy.
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Copy and Paste or type scaffold details
If you prefer to copy and paste scaffolds from the spreadsheet rather than saving and importing
follow the steps below. For smaller numbers of scaffolds you can cut out the CSV template and type
the details straight into the import wizard.
On the scaffold import wizard click “type or copy and paste cells”.

Choose the contract you wish to add the scaffolds to.

Now select the first row in the import dialog and press Ctrl + V to paste in the copied cells. Or manually
add rows and complete the data direct into the table using the “add new row button”.

Any invalid cells will highlight red, you can manually choose the values for these by clicking on the red
cell and choosing from the drop-down.
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Once completed you can click save and all the scaffolds will be added to the site. These sites will be
visible on the app for all staff members assigned to the site next time they sync the App.

3.5.3.

Editing Scaffolds

To edit a scaffold or view the scaffold history, you simple click on the desired scaffold in the scaffolds
list and it will open the “scaffold details screen”.
Here you can edit, Off-hire or dismantle the scaffold on the Web Console. As well as viewing the diary
for the scaffold in question (diary entries, inspections and handovers can be found listed at the bottom
of the page).
To edit the scaffold click the pencil icon in the top right. The functionality of the “edit scaffold” screen
is the same as adding a scaffold described in the previous section.
To Off-hire the scaffold, click the handshake icon in the top right of the section. This will allow you to
produce an Off-hire certificate for the scaffold from the Web Console, rather than the handover app.

To dismantle the scaffold, click the spanner icon in the top right of the section. This will allow you to
mark the scaffold dismantled from the Web Console, rather than within the mobile apps.
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Please note you may not be able to dismantle a scaffold without first off-hiring it, this will depend on
the settings selected when creating the contract for the scaffold.

3.6. Closing a Site
Before closing your site please ensure the following has been checked:
 All scaffolds have been dismantled.
 All the contracts have been closed in the “advanced options” within the contract section of
the site.

Once the above have been completed, click the “Edit site” button on the Site details screen.

Then click the option “Close site” in red, then click the “Save button”.

The site has now been closed.
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4. Customers
The customer tab is where you can Add, Remove and Edit your customer’s details. Customers created
here will be available when adding sites via the Apps or the Site section.

4.1. Adding customers
To add a customer click the “Add customer” button in the top right of the screen. This will open the
“Add customer” dialog, complete the fields as appropriate with Customer Name, Address,
Telephone, Email and Website if required (please note the customer reference is automatically
generated by the software, but can be changed by the user). Once you’re happy with this, click the
“save button” to create your new customer.
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4.2. Editing Customers
To edit an existing customer entry, locate the customer in the list on the left hand side, or use the
search bar to find the desired customer entry.

Click on the customer to open their entry and review their details.

Click the “Edit customer” button in the top right of the details screen.

This will open the “Edit customer” dialog, you can now amend the details you wish to change and click
“save” to record your changes.
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4.3. Deleting customers
If you wish to delete a customer, first locate the customer in the list on the left hand side, or use the
search bar to find the desired customer entry.

Click on the customer to open their entry and review their details.
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Click the “Edit customer” button in the top right of the details screen.

This will open the “Edit customer” dialog, you can now click the red “delete customer” option and click
“save” to record your changes.

The customer will now show as deleted and be hidden from the list of customers on the left hand
side of the screen. If you wish to locate a deleted customer, click the “Show deleted customers” tick
box, next to the search bar, this will show all deleted customers in the list.
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5. Reports
The Reports tab is where the various inspection and handover reports can be generated and viewed.
This includes the reports the Web Console generates and sends to customers automatically such as
the Handover Certificate or the Inspection Summary Report.

5.1. Configuring Scheduled Emails
The Detailed inspection report, Inspection summary report, Inspection status Report and Handover
Certificates can be configured to send automatically to site contacts. By ticking the appropriate box
for the reports required and then clicking the “save changes” icon in the top right of the contract box.
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Please note that any changes to the contract section will not retrospectively effect inspections or
handovers completed prior to adding the contact.

5.2. Detailed Inspection Report
The detailed inspection report generates an in depth report for a single Contract/site. It contains
more detail regarding the Items inspected than the Inspection summary report. It will display all
areas of the scaffold inspected with the outcome of the inspection. Along with the overall outcome
of each scaffolds inspection in a summary page.

5.3. Inspection Summary Report
Generates a summary list of all outcomes of inspections completed for a site, within a user defined
date range. This report is available to send as a scheduled email within the contact section of a site.
If enabled this report will be sent to the customer in the morning following an inspection.

5.4. Inspection status report
Inspection Status report gives a live report of the inspection status of all standing scaffolds. This can
be enabled as a scheduled report in the contact section of a site, and will generate and send to the
customer every morning if enabled.

5.5. Inspection History Report
The inspection History report allows you to view the total history of one or more scaffolds for all
time. This is not available as a scheduled report and can only be generated manually in the report
section.

5.6. Inspections Due Report
The inspection Due report generates a summary of all inspections due for the selected date range.
This is not available as a scheduled report and can only be generated manually in the report section.
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5.7. Unsafe Scaffold Report
The Unsafe scaffold report allows the user to view all the unsafe scaffold reports for a site within a
selected date range. This is not available as a scheduled report and will have to be generated
manually in the report section.*
*When a scaffold is marked unsafe during the process of completing the inspection, the inspector will
select a contact to send the unsafe scaffold report to. This will be sent in real time and usually arrives
with the customer with an hour. Please see the SMART Inspector guide for more information.

5.8. Handover Certificates
Handover certificates allows you to generate past handover certificates for one or more scaffolds
within a site over a selected date range. The handover certificates can be sent automatically to a site
contact in real time, this is configurable by enabling handover certificates for a site or office contact
in the contract section of the site.
*Please note the handover certificate email will be sent automatically upon successful sync from the
mobile device to the SMART hub, once synced the email will usually be sent within an hour.

5.9. Variation Instructions
View the variation instructions for one or more scaffolds.

5.10. Estimating Instructions
View the variation instructions for estimating for one or more scaffolds.

5.11. Handover History
Generates a detailed report of completed handovers for a site or sites.

5.12. Individual Scaffold report
The individual scaffold report allows you to generate an overview of a specific scaffold. The report
includes scaffold details, scaffold specification, and details of the most recent inspection.
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6. Staff
The staff tab allows you to add, edit and remove staff members. Each user will need to be added here
to allow them a unique email and password combination to access the Web Console and SMART Apps.
The staff can be assigned varying levels of access to the software features based on their role.
By selecting a staff member from the list on the left hand side of the screen you can view the details
for that staff member’s profile. This includes contact details, depots and sites they are assigned to.

6.1. Adding Staff
To add a new member of staff, click the Add staff button located in the top right of the staff section.

This will open the “add staff” dialog.

Complete the fields displayed. The name of the staff member will appear on all inspections/handovers
created by this user. The staff Role will denote the level of access the new staff member has to the
Web Console and SMART apps, please see section 5.4 for more details on the options in the roles
drop-down. Email addresses entered here will be the email address they use when they log in to the
Web Console, SMART Inspector or SMART Handover. The password you enter here will become their
password to access the Web Console, SMART Inspector or SMART Handover.
Once you have completed all of the fields above, click “save” to add your new member of staff. They
will now be able to access the Web Console, and SMART apps using the email and password
combination you have created.
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When entering passwords you can click this icon to reveal the password to make life easier

6.2. Editing Staff
To edit an existing staff member locate the staff members entry by using the search bar or scrolling
on the list to the left hand side of the staff screen. Once you have opened the staff profile, click the
“Edit staff” button on the right of the section.

This will open the “Edit staff” dialog, here you can amend the staff member’s details such as name,
log in details and role.

Once you have completed your changes click “save” to save and close the dialog.
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6.3. Deleting Staff
To delete an existing staff member locate the staff members entry by using the search bar or scrolling
on the list to the left hand side of the staff screen. Once you have opened the staff profile, click the
“Edit staff” button on the right of the section.

This will open the “Edit staff” dialog.
Click the red “Delete account” option and then click the “save” button to save and exit the dialog.

The staff member will now show as deleted and be hidden from the staff list on the left hand side of
the screen. To locate a deleted staff account, click the “Show deleted staff” icon to the right of the
search bar to reveal the hidden deleted accounts.

To reinstate a deleted account, simply click the “Edit staff” icon to open the “Edit staff” dialog and
click the “Reopen account” option in red.
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6.4. Permission and roles
There are currently 7 available staff roles. Please see each role title and details of the different access
available to a staff member of that role.
Admin

Depot
Admin
Only
assigned
depots
All assigned
for depots

Depots

All

Sites

All

Can view
reports
Add/edit
sites
Add/edit
Staff
Add/edit
customers
Edit Mobile
app list
Edit
Timesheet
Edit
submitted
Timesheet
Timesheet
Reports

Yes

Yes

Regional
Manager
Only
assigned
depots
All for
assigned
depots
Yes

Site
Supervisor
Only
assigned
depots
Only
assigned
sites
Yes

Estimator

Inspector

Contracts
Manager
Only
assigned
depots
Only
assigned
sites
Yes

Payroll
Officer
Only
assigned
depots
Only
assigned
sites
No

Scaffolder

Only
assigned
depots
Only
assigned
sites
Yes

Safety
Manager
Only
assigned
depots
All for
assigned
depots
Yes

Only
assigned
depots
Only
assigned
sites
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Please note all permission
information is availble in the Web
Console by clicking the I icon in the
top right of the staff section.
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7. Timesheets
The Timesheets section allows you to record scaffolders labour time against a specific task such as
erecting, modifying or dismantling a Quotation Item. (This can be a single or multiple scaffolds
depending on how you have arranged your estimate).
During the completion of the contract the Timesheets section will indicate whether your job is on
course to complete within the labour time you estimated for or go over your labour budget.
You will also be able to report on the labour time and wages collectively, individually and cumulatively
for a depot, site or staff member.

7.1. Adding Scaffolders
All scaffolders need to be added to the Web Console as a staff member to allow you to record their
time in the software. This does not mean they need to have access to the Web Console or the other
areas of the software.
Scaffolders are added to the Web Console in the same method as other staff members (see section
6.1 “Adding staff”).
When you select the role “scaffolder” the screen will remove the email and password options as
scaffolders won’t have access to the apps or Web Console.

Enter the Name for the new scaffolder, select relevant depots if required and a phone number
(optional) and click save.
Once you have created your scaffolder, you need to set his hourly rates of pay. You can configure up
to 2 rates per scaffolder, usually R1 is the base hourly rate of pay and R2 would be a higher rate.
Although you can use these however you see fit.
To set the hourly rates for a staff member click on the pencil icon next to the “pay rates” section of
the staff detail screen.
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Then you can configure your pay rates accordingly and select “save”.

The newly added scaffold will now be available to assign to a task in the “time entry” section.

7.2. Items
When the tender was estimated it’s common practice to break the tender down into quotation Items,
an item can contain 1 or more scaffolds. If you created your estimate in SMART Estimator and
imported it to the Web Console, the items you created in SMART Estimator will already be available
in the Timesheet area.
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7.2.1.

Adding a new Item

Open the Item section of the Timesheet tab, then select a Depot, then select the Site within the Depot
you wish to create an item for. Once you have selected the Site you can choose the Contract to record
the Item against.

Once you have selected a Site and contract, you will see 2 headings
 Quoted Items - Items already added to the site
 Unassigned Scaffolds – Scaffolds in the site that haven’t been assigned to an item
To add a new item click the + symbol in the top right of the Items section. This will open the “add
Item” dialog box.

You will need to select the Quote number (if you imported from SMART Estimator this will have
been pulled through) if not this can be added to the scaffold details (see 3.5.3 editing scaffolds).
You will also need to add an Item number, Item name and Allocated hours. The allocated hours is
how many hours you have estimated the Item will take to complete (including erection, adaption
and dismantle). Click “save” to create the item, the new item will now appear under the “Quoted
Items” header.
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7.2.2.

Assigning Scaffolds to an Item

When you import a site from SMART Estimator all the scaffolds will be assigned to the relevant items
automatically. Likewise when you add a scaffold to a site where the Quote number and Items have
already been established you can assign your scaffold to an item when created.
If you have an existing scaffold you wish to assign to an existing item you can do so in the Item section.
Select your required contract by filtering by depot, site and then contract. Once you select the contract
you should have all your unassigned scaffolds displayed under the heading “#Unassigned Scaffolds”.
Click on the hamburger Icon next to the scaffold you wish to assign to an item and click on “Assign to
item”.

This will open the Associate Scaffold dialog where you can select the Quote number and Item you wish
to assign the scaffold to. Select accordingly and click save.

7.2.3.

Editing and Closing an Item

To edit or close an item click on the hamburger symbol adjacent to the Item and select “edit” or
“close”.
If you select edit you will open the “Edit Item” dialog where you can amend the Quote number, item
number, item name and allocated hours. Click Save once you have made the required changes.
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If you select the “close Item” option, the software will prompt you to confirm you wish to close the
item. Click “yes close it” to proceed or “no Keep It” to cancel.

7.2.4.

Item details

If you click on an item under the “Quoted Items” heading. It will open the Item Details screen for the
selected item. Here you will find an overview for the tasks assigned to the item, allocated hours, hours
remaining and percentage completed. Below the task is an overview of assigned scaffolds.

Using the pencil icon in the top right you can edit the item, and the + symbol allows you to add a new
task and allocate hours to it.
Clicking on the hamburger symbol for a single task will allow you to edit the task, delete the task or
view the timesheet for the task, here you can record labour hours against it as well as updating the %
standing. (See 7.3.1 recording time against a task for more info).
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7.3. Time Entry
7.3.1.

Recording Time against a Task

The time entry section allows you to record labour time against a task i.e. erect or dismantle for a
given item. Before you can record your labour time you need to open a task. Use the drop-down boxes
on the left hand side of the time entry section to select Depot, Site, Contract, Item and then Task.

Once you have selected a task you can record labour hours against a scaffolder.

First select the date range you are recording hours for using the arrows either side of the Date range
indicated.
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For each day you can record the hours under either R1 (Rate 1), R2 (rate 2) or a mixture of both. The
Rates are configured in the Staff detail screen (see section 7.1 adding scaffolders for more info).
To record hours against a task, enter the number of hours for each staff member under the relevant
date and rate. Once complete click the “save changes” icon in the top right of the time entry section.

Once you have recorded your required labour time you need to update the percentage complete of
the task. Click the % icon adjacent to the save icon in the top right of the section.

Then enter the percent complete for the task and click save. For example if the task is to erect a 10
lift scaffold and you have erected 5 lifts enter 50%. Please note this is the percentage complete for
the specific task not the overall contract.

You will notice as you record hours and update the % complete your task overview along the top will
update. Here you can track the progress of a task at a glance, with the coloured boxes indicating if
the task is on track to complete under your allocated hour budget or over. It shows this overall and
for the current week.
You can also add expenses by clicking the £ icon in the top right corner of the section. This will allow
you to record your expenses per staff member for the current week.

Record any required expenses and click “save”.
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Once you have recorded the time, percentage complete and any expenses for the current week.
Click the submit icon in the top right-hand corner of the section.

The Timesheet has now been successfully submitted.

7.4. Reports
The report section allows you to view the timesheets and wage costs collectively, individually or
cumulatively for the whole site.
To generate a report, select the Depot, Site, staff members and date range along the top of the page.
Then select the type of report in the top right hand corner (collective, individual or cumulative). When
ready click “create report” to generate the report.

7.4.1.

Collective Report

The collective report shows the timesheet data for the date range broken down by week and staff
member, you can print or export this report using the printer and export icons in the top right of the
report page.
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7.4.2.

Individual Report

The individual report shows the timesheet including hours and output pay for a single staff member
over 7 days from the date selected.

7.4.3.

Cumulative Report

The cumulative report shows you the labour breakdown in hours for the entire contract.

7.5. Timesheet Settings
The Timesheet settings area allows you to configure the Task drop-down list. Here you can add or
remove task headings to be used when assigning hours to an item. Click the + symbol to add a task
type. You can also configure the order of the list or delete task types using the hamburger icon
adjacent to each task.
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8. Company setup

The company setup screen can be accessed by clicking on the settings icon on the top navigation bar.
The company setup screen allows you to configure your company details, logo and depots.

8.1. Editing Company Address and Logo
In the top right hand corner of the “company details” section click the “edit details” icon.

This will open the “Edit company settings” dialog.

Here you can edit your company name, address, email and phone number. At the bottom of the
dialog box you can select your company logo by clicking the “Browse” button, this will open a file
browser. Locate your desired logo image file and click open.

Then click the “Save” button. Your imported logo will now appear in all of your reports both manually
generated and automatically sent to the client.
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8.2. Adding Depots
To add new or additional depots, click the “add depot” icon in the top right of the depot section.

This will open the “New Depot” dialog.

Enter the Depot name, Address, Email and Contact Number. Once you have completed the required
fields, click “save” to save and close the dialog. Your new depot will now be available in the depot List
and in the various drop-downs for adding sites/staff etc.

8.3. Editing Depots
To edit an existing depot click the edit depot icon located at the end of the depot’s row in the table.

This will then open the “Edit Depot” dialog.
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Here you can edit the depot details, once you have made your changes click “save” to save changes
and close the dialog.

8.4. Deleting Depots
To delete a depot that is no longer required, click the dustbin icon adjacent to the “edit depot” icon.

Please note you will be unable to delete depots with sites associated to them.
You will receive a prompt to confirm you wish to delete the Depot.

Click “yes” and the depot will now be removed from your depot list and all associated drop-down
menus.
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9. Mobile app lists
You can configure the lists available within the apps from the Web Console. To access the mobile app
lists click the settings icon on the top navigation bar.

9.1. Configuring Defect Lists
To configure the defect list, select the defect list from the drop-down at the top of the section.

Once you have selected the defect list you can add items, add groups, preview the list and preview
the list in a report using the 4 icons shown below. These are located in the top right of the screen.

The first

symbol allows you to add a defect.
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The second

The phone

The eye icon
report.

symbol allows you to add a group.

icon allows you to preview how the list will appear within the Inspection App.

allows you to preview how the list will appear in the detailed inspection

By clicking the menu icon at the end of each row, you can move items and groups up or down the list,
or delete them altogether. This allows you to rearrange the most common defects to the top of the
list and save time for the inspectors when on site.
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9.2. Configuring All Other Mobile Lists
You can also configure the following lists:








Handover Risk Type
Handover Risk Reason
Design Type
Loading Limit
Method of Cladding
Method of Tying
Scaffold Types

Once you have selected the list you wish to edit you can add items, reposition items and preview the
mobile list.

The first

The phone

symbol allows you to add an item to the list.

icon allows you to preview how the list will appear within the Inspection App.

Move items up or down the list and delete items using the menu icon.
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Feedback
Thank you for choosing CADS SMART Scaffolder.
We are always striving to improve the product so please contact us with your feedback. We are always
keen to hear new ideas and if you experience any problems with the software we want to hear about
them so that they can be resolved.

You can contact us via:
 Our website support centre at www.smartscaffolder.com/support.html;
 Email on support@cads.co.uk;
 Telephone on +44 (0)1202 603733 from Monday to Friday between 09:30 and 17:00.
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